D.R.E.A.M
your Integration into French Life, Language and Culture
Hello – I’m Antonia Beauvoisin-Brown .. British mum to 2 bilingual
teenagers, living in the countryside in the Sunny South of France in what
seems to be an eternal renovation project.
In 2005 I relocated for the 3rd time and hopefully last time to France … 15
years later I’m still here so things are looking good. 😊
Moving abroad is challenging and I have real life high and low experiences to draw on and share with
you. In fact I have done it in 3 different ways personally, then through my online and in person work
have seen thousands of experiences first hand. This helps me see many perspectives and now
understand what generally works and what to avoid.
In 2007 I set up my local bricks and mortar business KidooLand “The Little English School” now
operating in 3 towns on the French Riviera.
Alongside this for the International community I set up and run a dynamic Facebook community
Cote d’Azur Living and see hourly the trials and tribulations faced by people living, visiting and
relocating here.
Having one foot in each camp has really allowed me to create a bridge between the expat and
French locals and hopefully draw these communities together.
The Riviera Firefly podcast is where I pull these two worlds together via interviews with local biz
owners who share their journey and how they make the most of living here in the South of France.
Our key focus being how to relocate, integrate, run a business and make the most of your new life
in France.
I would love to connect online or in person .. here’s how you can do that.

!

RIVIERA FIREFLY PODCAST
COTE D’AZUR LIVING COMMUNITY FACEBOOK !

KIDOOLAND CENTRES | KIDOOLAND ONLINE | KIDOO INSTAGRAM | KIDOOLAND FACEBOOK

ANTONIA’S LINKEDIN
☘ IRISH HOLIDAY RENTAL☘
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DREAM Where do you start once you have decided to make the move to France and
live the French dream?

Dream, but make sure it’s realistic
It’s important to have a Dream and visualise it but make it attainable and realistic.
It’s also important to understand your WHY.
Are you escaping? Is it a job transfer ? A lifestyle change ? To retire?
I’ve moved to France 3 times as an 18 year old escapee - footloose and fancy free in Paris
but also not entirely happy, the 2nd time as an interim career transfer as half of a couple
where he stayed in the UK while I was in Angers and then for the full lifestyle change with Mr
Right and our two babes moving to the Cote d’Azur living a semi-rural life in the countryside.
I also watched my parents do the retirement move to the South of France and lived along
their trials and tribulations too.
Understanding why you want to move and taking a temperature check of your current needs
and skills is essential too.
Do you like driving? Countryside life almost requires it to get to essential shops, public
transport is very limited.
Can you speak French? Village life will require a good level to integrate and be accepted.
What climate can you tolerate? If you are escaping the rain then it seems natural to move
South
Will you need to work? The countryside properties are cheaper for a reason as they can be in
the middle of nowhere with little work nearby or can you work virtually.
What budget do you have? The hot spots are expensive because they have the weather, the
jobs and the culture but the farmhouse dream may not be realistic here.
Are you into building and renovating? Do you have the money for it (It’s double the price
here compared to the UK)
So visualise that French dream .. but make sure you set realistic expectations.
Think about what person do I need to be to live the life you desire .. what can be done before
you even leave your current location.
If you make your own vision board and want to share it, we’d love to see it
#dreammovetofrance and tag me @rivierafirefly J
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DREAM What should you do in advance to ensure you are well informed and
mentally ready for the move?

Research

Get informed on the area you want to live, local life, job and career opportunities
Be realistic about your qualifications and whether they are valid here. Do you need to do a
conversion, retrain add to your portfolio of qualifications. It’s easier doing it in your own
language.
Research the geographical areas and if possible rent first .
Do make sure you know what it’s like in Winter as populations shrink in the colder months.
Reach out before you get there .. Liz who has become a great friend of mine friend is used to
moving around and was in Tel Aviv in 2009. Facebook was only really becoming a thing for
me then and she found me via one of my not very dynamic Facebook groups and started
the conversation.
We’ve been friends ever since .. through book clubs .. Apèro meet ups and much much
more.
TOP TIPS
Join the local social media groups that are general for France and local for your area and
find your tribe.
Read Books - both fictional and non-fictional on France and your area
Look for podcasts (if you are coming South then I recommend the Riviera Firefly J )
Once here check in with your local town hall . The Mairie “Town Hall” will often offer
newcomers to the town or village a welcome tour and meetup. This is your chance to find
out what is going on locally and my experience in the Cote d’Azur is that there is a lot
organised.
Get on your Tourist office mailing list.
Subscribe to the Connexion France newspaper. I am not affiliated but learn something new
every month. http://www.connexionfrance.com/
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DREAM How do you recommend people integrate into local life and make the most
of the French experience.

Engage & Embrace..
Engage with local life and embrace the differences between your own culture and the French
one. Your research will help your foundation in this. Understand that life here is different
from the pace to products that are available.
Enjoy the fact that you get to be part of this incredible place and you can go home for visits
and enjoy your old traditions and customs and stock up on the vegemite, jell-o or paint (yes
British paint is better J) .
Engage in local groups often these will be Associations. Think about what are your interests
and find the Associations that run local activities or maybe it’s time to take on a new
interest..
Art, sport, culture the possibilities are endless from the common to the niche…
Eg if you are into cars then we have Riviera Automobile
Interested in tracing your family history why not a genealogy group
Volunteer .. eg an animal welfare .. walk the dogs,
Use sites dedicated to making friends like Meet Up
TOP TIPS
ONLINE
Be helpful in local interest Facebook groups (French and English) ask questions but
remember to pay it forward and help others too.
Try not to be in those groups criticizing French life but come with a positive attitude.
IN PERSON
Go to events, volunteer to help set up and run them or why not set up events yourself .. it’s
the perfect way to meet everyone .
A little tip I had in my early days was to have ready a business card with my contact details ..
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DREAM What traps should people avoid that can kill off the dream
Attitude & Acceptance .. Remember the steps we have explored so far
Dream realistically .. If you don’t have deep pockets the chateau renovation is going to be a
money pit and may take forever … so what kind of place does fit into your budget and
timeframe.

Research .. don’t assume .. a certified electrician from the UK may need to retrain to French
standards .. there is no point getting angry about it .. accept that it is that way and
retrain/add the qualification or choose another career path

Engage and Embrace in local life and the language. Deepening friendships is essential and
if you don’t join the clubs, and improve the French you don’t deepen the roots and you don’t
truly settle.

Attitude towards everything French will have a huge impact .. while you can get by in
certain parts of France with English you will find it harder to live the Dream.
Accept that French life is different. Compare and contrast is a tricky often negative path to
take. It’s normal to notice and even to complain about things but don’t let it take over.
TOP TIPS
Ensure that you keep working on and improving your French.
• Get an App on your phone eg Duolingo or babbel
• Buy a French newspaper each week and read it J
• Join Adult education classes
• Watch French films/series with subtitles first in your own language and then
subtitles in French.
• Learn French eg duolingo, babble, michealthomas.com
Atomic habits .. make little changes into everyday life so that it’s easier to stay on course.
Do not live in an Anglo/ International bubble instead make local French friends and accept
this will take time.
Nurture these new roots and you will flourish.
In no time you will be appreciating French cuisine like a local, say bonjour when entering a
shop even when shopping in Oxford Street , ensuring there’s always a fresh baguette for
dinner.
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DREAM With so many Anglo areas , it’s easy to get by without French isn’t it?
Make the effort
In short you can get by , I know of people who’ve been here for over 20 years and still don’t
speak a word so it is possible to live here but I am not convinced it is easy and they feel
content with that.
It must be frustrating when the letter from the Tax authorities comes in and they don’t know
what it says , or the phone rings and it’s an unknown number or they have an emergency to
deal with..
I come back to the DREAM .. is that what you wanted when you set out on the journey?
I would bet it wasn’t but like anything you want to master be it a sport, a skill … it takes time
and effort.
TOP TIPS
Create a vision board at the beginning of your journey. Add pictures that capture the essence
of who you need to be to realise this French DREAM. Who do you need to be to live the life in
France that you desire and deserve and put that board up on a wall where it will capture your
attention regularly.
Set yourself realistic tasks and goals to ensure you can achieve the DREAM.
However you like to be reminded be it an alert on your phone, a note in your diary or a post it
on the mirror .. make the effort .
Each tiny task will add into the mix and keep adding the building blocks and then the magic
will happen and before you know it you will be giving your replies to my post “Wen did you
realise you were French” .
Embrace the errors, don’t take yourself to seriously
& enjoy living your French

DREAM.
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